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Web based threats continue to rise. Symantec saw over 247,000 web threats a day during 2012, an increase of 30 percent over

the previous year.1 Against this ever changing landscape, preventing threats entering through web communications is critical.

Symantec Web Security.cloud delivers always-on, advanced malware protection, enforces acceptable use policies, and protects

against confidential data loss for businesses looking to protect web use for employees. Support for roaming users extends

protection and control outside the corporate network.

LaLayered malware proyered malware protectiontection

Symantec Web Security.cloud uses a layered approach to blocking malware and securing web traffic. Multiple commercial

analysis engines and Symantec proprietary technology scan web content for malware. These engines are continually updated

by Symantec ensuring accurate detection of known threats. Additionally, Symantec Skeptic™ heuristic technology guards

against new and converging threats using its unique viewpoint of billions of email, IM and web requests seen across the

Symantec cloud.

URL filtering and controlURL filtering and control

All web requests are validated against a sophisticated policy engine and URL categorization database to ensure appropriate

content remains accessible while restricted content is controlled. The policy engine is highly flexible and intuitive. It can be set

by user or group, and includes the ability to set enforceable usage quotas by time or bandwidth.

Data proData protection polictection policyy

Controlling data leaving the network over the web is critical-Symantec Web Security.cloud offers the ability for customers to

define granular policies to control the data loss threat from web 2.0 and social media sites. Integrating libraries and templates

from the market leading Symantec data loss prevention solution, flexible policies can be created offering customized control

over users interactions with site content.

1. 2013 Internet Security Threat Report, Volume 18, Symantec Corporation, April 2013.



Roaming user supportRoaming user support

Employees using corporate devices outside of centralized security policy are more prone to infection. Using Symantec Web

Security.cloud, administrators can enforce their organization’s policies regardless of location.

High perfHigh performanceormance

Web Security.cloud is delivered through 14 highly available, top-tier data centers located across the globe. All data centers

operate at an average of 40 percent of capacity providing ample headroom to handle any unexpected spikes in traffic or failure

conditions.

MarkMarket leading seret leading service level agreement (SLvice level agreement (SLA)A)

Industry-leading Service Level Agreement with money back remedies if performance levels are not met

• Availability - 100 percent uptime

• Security - 100 percent protection against known malware

• Latency - average scanning time of within 100 milliseconds

24 hours a day, seven days a week phone and email support is also incuded as part of the overall service.

Unified managementUnified management

Symantec offers a single, integrated management console for email, web, and instant messaging cloud services. This simplifies

administration and lowers total cost of ownership while providing increased visibility into user behavior.
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